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Titles of Monographic Series*
In
African American Studies

African Afro-American Studies Series (Columbus, OH: Merrill)
African-American Affairs Monograph Series (Kent State University, Institute for African American Affairs)
African American Cultural Theory and Heritage (Scarecrow Press)
African American Film Heritage Video Series (Facets Video)
African American History Series (Rowman & Littlefield Publishers)
African American Intellectual Heritage Series (University of Notre Dame Press)
African American Life Series (Wayne State University Press)
African American Literature and Culture (New York; Frankfurt: Lang)
African American Music in Global Perspective (Indiana University Press)
African American Religious Thought and Life (Harrisburg, PA: Trinity Press International)
African American Women Writers, 1910-1940 (G. K. Hall)
African and African American Film Series (Haile Gerima)
Africana Thought (Routledge)
Afro-American Classic Series (University of California, Los Angeles Center for Afro-American Studies)
Afro-American Culture and Society (University of California, Los Angeles Center for Afro-American Studies)
Afro-American Literature Series (Houghton Mifflin)
Afro-American Studies Monograph Series (University of California, Los Angeles Center for Afro-American Studies)
Afro-American Studies Report (Department of Afro-American Studies, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
AfroAmericanization of Knowledge Series (New York: P C International Press)
American Abolitionism and Antislavery (Kent State University Press)
Amistad Literary Series
Anti-slavery Crusade in America
Anti-slavery Tracts. New Series

* Monographic series (alternatively, monographs in series) are scholarly and scientific books released in successive volumes, usually issued under a collective title by a university press or scholarly society.
Basic Afro-American Reprint Library
Benjamin E. Mays Monograph Series (Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Benjamin E. Mays Academy of Scholars)
Bibliographic Series (Howard University. Library. Consciousness IV Project)
Bibliographies and Indexes in Afro-American and African Studies
Bio-Bibliographies in Afro-American and African Studies
The Bishop Henry McNeal Turner Studies in North American Black Religion
The Bishop Henry McNeal Turner/Sojourner Truth Series in Black Religion
Black America Series (Charleston, SC: Arcadia Pub.)
Black American Series
Black Americana Series
The Black Atlantic (Continuum)
Black Church Scholars Series (Atlanta, GA: Interdenominational Theological Center)
Black Community Studies (University of Arkansas Press)
Black Economic Research Center. Monograph
Black Enterprise Series
Black Literature and Culture
Black Male/Female Relationship Book Series
Black Music and Expressive Culture Series (Indiana University Press)
Black Paper (Atlanta, GA: Institute of the Black World)
Black Performance and Cultural Criticism (Ohio State University Press)
Black Poets Series
Black Praxis Occasional Paper Series (Manning Marable)
Black Religion/Womanist Thought/Social Justice (Palgrave Macmillan)
Black Studies Research Sources (Microfilm. University Publications of America)
Black Suburbanization in Metropolitan Washington
The Black Worker in the 21st Century. Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies
Blacks in the American West
Blacks in the Diaspora (Indiana University Press)
Blacks in the New World (University of Illinois Press)
Broadside Critics Series (Detroit, MI: Broadside Press)
Broadside Series (Detroit, MI: Broadside Press)
Bronze Booklet (Washington, DC: Associates in Negro Folk Education)
CAAS Bibliography (Atlanta University Center for African and African American Studies)
CAAS Occasional Paper (Atlanta University Center for African and African American Studies)
CAAS Papers in Linguistics (Atlanta University Center for African and African American Studies)
CAAS Special Publication (University of California, Los Angeles Center for Afro-American Studies)
C. Eric Lincoln Series on Black Religion
Callaloo Fiction Series
Callaloo Poetry Series
Cambridge Studies on the American South (Cambridge University Press)
Caribbean Writers Series (Heinemann)
Carter G. Woodson Institute Series in Black Studies (University Press of Virginia)
Center Monograph Series (University of California, Los Angeles Center for Afro-American Studies)
Civil Rights and the Struggle for Black Equality in the Twentieth Century (University Press of Kentucky)
Classics in Black Studies (Amherst, NY: Humanity Books)
Collected Black Writings Series (Oxford University Press)
Contemporary Black History (Palgrave Macmillan)
Contributions in Afro-American and African Studies
Contributions to African-American and African Literature and Studies
Critical Studies on Black Life and Culture
Crosscurrents in African American History (Garland Publishing Co.)
Dimensions of the Black Intellectual Experience (Black Orpheus Press)
Early Black Writers (Edinburgh University Press)
Empak "Black History" Publication Series
Ethnic Groups in American Life Series
Ethnicity and Public Policy (University of Wisconsin System, Institute on Race and Ethnicity)
Focus: Black America Bibliography Series (Indiana University Libraries)
Freedom, a Documentary History of Emancipation, 1861-1867 (Cambridge University Press)
Freedom Organizing Pamphlet Series (Kitchen Table/Women of Color Press)
George Gund Foundation Imprint in African American Studies (University of California Press)
Greenwood Encyclopedia of Black Music
Greenwood Milestones in African American History
Grupo de Estudios Afro-Hispanicos
IBW Occasional Paper (Institute of the Black World)
Interdisciplinary Research Series in Ethnic, Gender, and Class Relations (Aldershot, Hampshire [Eng.]: Ashgate Publishing Ltd.)
International Library of Negro Life and History (Association for the Study of Negro Life and History)
Jacob Lawrence series on American artists (University of Washington Press)
Jamaicans of Distinction (Institute of Jamaica)
John Hope Franklin Center Book (Duke University Press)
John Hope Franklin Series in African American History and Culture (University of North Carolina Press)
Landmarks in Civil Rights History (John Wiley & Sons)
Legacies of West Indian Slavery
Library of African-American Biography (Ivan R. Dee)
Manuscript Collections from the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture
Margaret Walker Alexander Series in African American Studies (University Press of Mississippi)
Meckler's Studies and Bibliographies on Black Americans
Minority Economic Development Series (University of California, Los Angeles Center for Afro-American Studies)
Minority Group Series (Minority Research Center)
Modern Library Harlem Renaissance
Moorland-Spingarn Series (Howard University Press)
Morgan State Series in Afro-American Studies
Music of the African Diaspora (University of California Press)
The Nathan I. Huggins Lectures (Harvard University Press)
National Political Science Review (National Conference of Black Political Scientists)
Negro American Biographies and Autobiographies (University of Chicago Press)
Negro Heritage Series (Texas)
Negro Periodicals in the United States
The New Black Studies (University of Illinois Press)
New Perspectives on Black Americans
New World Diasporas Series (University Press of Florida)
Northeastern Library of Black Literature (Northeastern University Press)
Occasional Publication (University of Texas at Austin. African and Afro-American Studies and Research Center)
Occasional Publications. Vanderbilt University. Afro-American Studies Program
Of Black America Series
Ohio University Press Series in Ethnicity and Gender in Appalachia
Old School Books
Papers - African and Afro-American Studies and Research Center (University of Texas at Austin. African and Afro-American Studies and Research Center)
Perspectives on the Black World
Publication in Black Studies
Race and American Culture
Race and Culture in the American West (University of Oklahoma Press)
Race and Ethnicity in the American West (University of Nebraska Press)
Race in the Atlantic world, 1700-1900 (University of Georgia Press)
Racial Policies of American Industry (Industrial Research Unit, Wharton School of Finance and Commerce, University of Pennsylvania)
Rayford W. Logan Lecture (Department of History, Howard University)
Reference Publications in Afro-American Studies
Research Report (William Monroe Trotter Institute)
Resources on Afro-American Women
Rochester Studies in African History and the Diaspora
Roots of Jazz
Routledge Studies on African and Black Diaspora
Routledge Transformations in Race and Media
Ruth Simms Hamilton African Diaspora Series (Michigan State University Press)
SUNY Series in Afro-American Society
SUNY Series in Afro-American Studies
SUNY Series in Ethnicity and Race in American Life
SUNY Series, Philosophy and Race
Sage Series on Race and Ethnic Relations
Scholastic Black Literature Series
Schomburg Library of 19th Century Black Women Writers
Schomburg Studies on the Black Experience (Michigan State University Press)
Series in Ethnic Studies
Sourcebooks in Negro History
Sources or <i.e. of> Negro History and Culture
Statements: Occasional Papers of the Phelps-Stokes Fund
Studies in African American History and Culture (New York: Garland Pub.)
Studies in African and African American Culture
Studies in American Negro Life
Studies in Black American Literature
Studies in Slave and Post-slave Societies and Cultures (Frank Cass)
Third Press Library of Criticism
Toward Freedom Series
Urban Insights Series
Urban Language Urban Life in America Series
The W.E.B. Du Bois lectures (Harvard University Press)
Wadsworth Series: Explorations in the Black Experience
The William Leo Hansberry African History Notebook (Howard University Press)
Women in Africa and the diaspora (University of Wisconsin Press)
Women Writers of Color (Praeger Publishers)
Working Paper (University of California, Los Angeles Center for Afro-American Studies)
Working Paper of the African and Afro-American Studies and Research Center of the University of Texas at Austin
Xavier Review Occasional Publication (New Orleans: Xavier Review)
Yale Series of Afro-American Reference Publications
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